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We generalize the Gutzwiller wave function fors= 1
2 spin chains to construct a family of wave functions for

all s.
1
2. Through numerical simulations, we demonstrate that the spin spin correlation functions forall s decay

as a power law with logarithmic corrections. This is done by mapping the model to a classical statistical
mechanical model, which has coupled Ising spin chains with long range interactions. The power law exponents
are those of the Wess Zumino Witten models withk=2s. Thus these simple wave functions reproduce the spin
correlations of the family of Hamiltonians obtained by the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum spin chains with power law correlations are of
great current interest. Starting with the Bethe chain,1 it has
been known for a long time that half integer spin systems
generically have spin correlation functions that decay as the
inverse of the distance between the spins. For integer spin
chains, the correlation functions are generically expected to
decay exponentially, due to the Haldane conjecture.2 How-
ever, it is also known that special models can be constructed
for which the spin correlation functions decay as a power law
for all (including integer) spin s, with an exponent that de-
pends ons. These models are realized from the Bethe Ansatz
in its algebraic form. The work of the Leningrad school has
provided concrete realizations, e.g., the model of Takhtajan
and Babudjan3 for spin 1. It has also provided a general
technique for obtaining the Hamiltonian for all values of
spin, starting from the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz.4

The coefficients of the biquadratic and other terms need to
be specially chosen to obtain these models. Alternatively, the
Algebraic Bethe Ansatz method automatically generates
these Hamiltonians. The general construction of a field
theory for these models was undertaken by Affleck,5 who
showed that these models belong to the Wess Zumino Witten
(WZW) class. These models are characterized by a single
parameterk, which determines the exponents. In this case,k
turns out to be 2s for spins. From the known behavior of the
WZW theories, Affleck showed that the spin spin correla-
tions are asymptotically of the form

ukSW i ·SW jlu , ui − j u−3/s2s+2d. s1d

For any s, the field theory has a marginal operator in the
renormalization group sense. This gives rise to a multiplica-
tive factor6 of fA+B ln u i − j u g1/2 in the correlation function of
Eq. (1), unless the bare value of the marginal operator is
fortuitously equal to its fixed point value.7,8

An alternative recent line of thought has been to study
explicit wave functions. In particular, the Gutzwiller wave
function in one dimension has been very successful. The
Gutzwiller wave function takes the free fermion determinan-
tal wave function and retains all configurations with single
occupancy of electrons. Thus at half filling, i.e., one electron
per site, it yields a wave function that has only spin degrees

of freedom. This insulating spin wave function inherits the
power law correlations of the parent free Fermi wave func-
tion, albeit with some renormalization of the values of the
exponents. The work of Haldane,7 Shastry,8 and others9

showed that the wave function is the exact ground state of a
long rangeds=1/2 Heisenberg model that is in the same
universality class as the Bethe chain, i.e., has the same cor-
relation exponents.

In this paper, we propose a natural extension of the
Gutzwiller wave function to obtain wave functions forall s,
which (based on our numerical results) seem to have power
law correlations of the form in Eq.(1). Thus we have con-
structed for wave functions the analog of the Algebraic Bethe
Ansatz method for Hamiltonians: a prescription that yields
the nongeneric correlations of Eq.(1) automatically, i.e.,
without any fine tuning of parameters. This paper builds on
ideas presented earlier in Ref. 10.

We start with 2s copies of the Gutzwiller wave function,
and use the principle of symmetrization to produce an angu-
lar momentumJ=s wave function, i.e., one where each lat-
tice site has a spins degree of freedom. Symmetrization is a
well known procedure in angular momentum theory, where
one generates the states of a spinJ system by taking 2J
copies of spin half states and projecting out all states that are
not fully symmetric in the 2J spin constituents. This proce-
dure clearly generates wave functions for particles of angular
momentums. Based on the experience withs=1/2, one
would hope that these wave functions might also inherit the
power law correlations of the parent free Fermi gas, again
with some as yet undetermined renormalization of values of
exponents.

We are able to perform the symmetrization of this wave
function explicitly, using the elegant formalism of spin co-
herent states. We further study the properties of this wave
function using numerical techniques. When the wave func-
tion is squared, it can be conveniently interpreted as a statis-
tical mechanical model of 4s parallel chains of logarithmi-
cally interacting particles with certain couplings, i.e., a
generalization of the Wigner Dyson Coulomb problem. Our
numerical results fors=1,3/2,2 are presented here. Together
with the analytically known results fors=1/2, they support
the remarkable conclusion that these wave functions provide
a lattice realizationof the WZW models withk=2s.

We are unable to address the issue of finding a Hamil-
tonian for which the states here are exact ground states, but
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have wave functions that are explicit and rather beautiful.
This seems to be just the opposite situation of the Algebraic
Bethe Ansatz models4 for higher spin, where the Hamilto-
nians are relatively straightforward, but the wave functions
are highly complicated.

Earlier numerical work by Shastry10 on the same wave
function for s=1, with relatively shorter spin chains, gave
results that were consistent with the same exponents as found
here, but lacked the resolution to determine the logarithmic
corrections to the leading behavior. We note that spin coher-
ent states were used for a similar mapping of spin wave
functions to statistical mechanical problems in the work of
Arovas, Auerbach, and Haldane11 as well as Affleck,
Kennedy, Lieb, and Tasaki(AKLT ), who studied thes=1
model of AKLT,12 for which correlations are exponential.
The calculation of the correlations is considerably easier than
in the cases studied here. AKLTs method of solution is also a
very nice application of the idea of symmetrization that we
use in the present paper. Analytical and numerical results for
the spin-half chain, with the corresponding statistical me-
chanical model studied as a function of temperature, have
been presented earlier.13

II. SPIN COHERENT STATES, SYMMETRIZATION,
AND THE GUTZWILLER WAVE FUNCTION

A. Spin coherent states

We begin by recapitulating the salient definitions of spin
coherent states. There are several related variants of these,
and each has slightly different advantages. Let us consider a
single site. The functions introduced by Radcliffe14 are de-
fined for angular momentumJ as

uVl = efS− expsifd−S+ exps−ifdgu/2uJl = cos2Jsu/2detansu/2dexpsifdS−
uJl

= o
n=0

2J

h2JCnj1/ 2cos2J−nsu/2dsinnsu/2deinfuJ − nl. s2d

Radcliffe also introduced a related set of states,

uzlR = ezS−−z*S+
uJl. s3d

These are normalized and related to the first set by setting
z→ tansu /2deif. Another set of coherent states were found to
be very convenient15 for the purpose of obtaining differential
operator representations of spin operators, e.g.,Sz→ ss
−z* ] /]z*d in the space of “wave functions”kzucl. These
coherent states were the unnormalized states

uzl = ezS−
uJl = o

n=0

2J

h2JCnj1/ 2szdnuJ − nl, s4d

with uzlR=s1+uzu2d−Juzl. The relationship between the wave
functions csz*d;kzucl, cRsz*d;Rkzucl and csV*d follows
from the relationship between the basis functions, we note
the relation needed later:

csV*d = cos2Jsu/2dcsz*d with z* → tansu/2de−if. s5d

The functionscsz*d are polynomials inz* of maximal degree
2J, and lend themselves to very simple “symmetrization”

rules that we discuss in the next subsection of this paper.
Next, we need to construct the rules for obtaining aver-

ages of variables in states. We begin by noting the diagonal
representation of an arbitrary operatorA16 followed by its
average as:

A =
s2J + 1d

4p
E dV asVduVlkVu, s6d

where the prefactor has been chosen so thatasVd=1 for the
identity operator. To compute averages, we write

kcuAucl =
s2J + 1d

4p
E dV asVdkVuclkcuVul

=
s2J + 1d

4p
E dV asVducsVdu2. s7d

Thus, given a wave functioncsV*d;kV ucl, we can find the
expectation value of any operator if itsasVd is known. For
future reference, we note thatasVd for the operatorSz is sJ
+1dcosu. An important corollary that we will use is that if
spin coherent states are constructed for every site in a lattice,
the expectation value of an operatorkAiBjl can be found by
using the corresponding weight functionasVidbsV jd in the
integrals, whereasVd andbsVd are the functions for isolated
sites. This will be used for the spin correlation function.

B. Symmetrization

Let us consider a simple case of two spin1
2 particles with

ufl = a1b2. s8d

Symmetrization is best understood from its action on states,
so in the present case

Sufl = 1
2sa1b2 + a2b1d. s9d

On more general functions of many copies of spin half, its
action is similarly defined, namely find the fully symmetric
combination generated from a seed state and divide by the
total number of generated states. We next deduce the rule for
symmetrizing 2s copies of spin 1/2 in the space of coherent
state wave functions. It turns out that the most efficient way
is to work with the unnormalized coherent states Eq.(4)
where the wave functions are just polynomials inz* . Let us
label the 2s copies of spin 1/2 byz*sad and the resulting
spin s variables byZ, so that a coherent states of the direct
product states and the final spins state are

uhzs1d,zs2d . . .zs2sdjl = p
a=1

2s

su1/2la + zsadu− 1/2lad, s10d

uZl = o
m=0

2s

h2sCmj1/ 2sZdmu2s− ml. s11d

Generic states in the direct product space and the final spins
space are represented byufl and uFl, respectively, and the
role of symmetrization is to map the former into the latter as
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Suf = uf̂l,

uf̂l ↔ uFl. s12d

The question we address is: given a stateufl, what is the
resulting stateuFl for the spin 2s particle. The answer turns
out to be remarkably simple in the unnormalized coherent
state basis. If we denote

f fhz*s1d,z*s2d . . .z*s2sdjg = khz*s1d,z*s2d . . .z*s2sdjufl,

f̂ fhz*s1d,z*s2d . . .z*s2sdjg = khz*s1d,z*s2d . . .z*s2sdjSufl,

FsZ*d = kZ* uFl, s13d

we find (and demonstrate later) that

FsZ*d = fsZ* ,Z* . . .Z*d. s14d

This implies that by ignoring the distinction between the
different copies of the spin 1/2 and replacing every occur-
rence ofz*sad by Z* gives us a coherent state representative
of the spins particle. This result is obvious for the special
(symmetric) cases off =1 andf =pz*sad, but not so obvious
for other cases, since one has to rule out possible nontrivial
dependence on the degree of the polynomial.

We now give a brief proof of this assertion. It suffices to
consider the general case of a polynomial of degreer, thus

f = z*s1dz*s2d . . .z*srd,

f̂ =
r ! s2s− rd!

2s! o
1øi1ki2. . .kirøs2sd

z*si1dz*si2d . . .z*si rd. s15d

The statef̂ clearly is proportional to the state deriving from
sS−dr uJz=2sl, the proportionality constant is readily worked
out so

uFl =
s2s− rd!

s2sd!
sS−dru2sl, s16d

hence,

FsZ*d = sZ*drH s2s− rd!
s2sd ! r!

k2susS+drsS−dru2slj = sZ*dr . s17d

The last line follows on using the commutation relations of
angular momentum.

C. Gutzwiller type wave functions

The Gutzwiller wave function for a one dimensional
Fermi gas at half filling is expressible in the form8

ucGl = Np
j=1

L

f1 − nj ,↑nj ,↓g p
ukuøkF

ck,↑
† ck,↓

† u0l

= N o
1ør1k. . .krnøL

ehipo jr jjHp
kk j

sin2fpsr j − rkd/LgJ
3Sr1

− Sr2

− . . .Srn

− uL/2l s18d

with n=L /2. Hereck
† is a creation operator with wave vector

k in the original Fermionic representation, and thef1
−nj ,↑nj ,↓g factors ensure no double occupancy for any sitej .
S− are the spin lowering operators in the spin representation
that is equivalent at half filling.N is the normalization that
we will not specify till the end, since it cancels out in the
evaluation of the correlations. For simplicity we have con-
fined our considerations to the case ofL /2 overturned spins,
so we are dealing with a global singlet wave function, made
up of L spin 1/2 particles.

We next consider 2s copies of this wave function, and
project into the spins sector at each site. In view of the
discussion in the last section, this is most easily done with
the coherent state notation, so the product wave function is
written down directly as

CsZ1
* ,Z2

* , . . .ZL
* d

= N f o
1ør1k. . .krL/2øL

ehipo jr j jHp
k, j

sin2fpsr j − rkd/LgJ
3Zr1

* Zr2

* . . .ZrL/2

* g2s. s19d

To obtain this result, we wroteucGl in terms ofz*sad, mul-
tiplied 2s copies of this, and then symmetrized the wave
function by dropping the distinction between the different
copies or replicas. To reconstruct the wave function in the
angular basis we use Eq.(5) and write

CsV1
* ,V2

* . . . VL
* d = p

j=1

L

cos2ssu j/2dCsZr1

* ,Zr2

* . . .ZrL/2

* d.

s20d

In order to make this more tractable, we introduce “occupa-
tion numbers” r j

a which determine whether we get a
cossu j /2d or sinsu j /2d factor at a given sitej in a particular
“replica” a. Thus at each site we get a factor of

factor =p
a=1

2s

fcossu j/2ds1 − r j
ad + sinsu j/2de−if j+ip jr j

ag

= cos2ssu j/2dexpFo
a=1

2s

r j
a lnhtansu j/2d + ip j − if jjG .

s21d

We thus write the wave function as

CsV1
* ,V2

* . . . VL
* d

= Np
j=1

L

cos2ssu j/2d o
hr j

a=0,1j

8

3expHo
a=1

2s Fo
j,k

r j
ark

a ln sin2psk − jd
L

+ o
j

r j
a ln tan

u j

2
+ ip j − if jGJ . s22d

The sum over the occupancy integersra is constrained to
obey onrn

a=L /2 for each replicaa. In the next section we
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continue the discussion of expectation values and correlation
functions, which require taking the modulus square of this
wave function.

III. COUPLED ISING REPRESENTATION

The probability density isuCshV1
* . . .VL

* jdu2, so we need to
multiply C in Eq. (23) with its complex conjugate, leading to
4s replicas in all. The correlation functionksj

zsk
zl can be found

by calculatingss+1d2kcosu j cosukl with this probability den-
sity, as noted after Eq.(7). From the fact thatuCl is a singlet
state, this correlation function suffices to determine all com-
ponentsksasbl. The angular variablesu and f can be inte-
grated over, leaving only ther j’s. The problem reduces to
one of interacting lattice gas particles.

Integration over the azimuthal anglef j can be done at

each site j , and gives a constraint thatoar j
a=oa8r j

a8;s
−mj, wherea anda8 refer to replicas inC andC* , respec-
tively. Note that the oscillating phase factor can be dropped
in view of the constraint from the azimuthal integration.

The integral overu j is next performed

E
0

p Ssin
u j

2
D2s−2mScos

u j

2
D2s+2m

sinu j du j = 2
ss+ md! ss− md!

s2s+ 1d!

= 2Wssmd, s23d

with the functionWssmd defined by this equation. For the
spin autocorrelation functionksj

zsk
zl, we have to insert an ex-

tra factor ofss+1dcosu in theu integrals atj andk. It is easy
to verify that

ss+ 1dE
0

p Ssin
u j

2
D2s−2mScos

u j

2
D2s+2m

cosu j sinu jdu j

= 2mWssmd. s24d

The final result is like a classical partition function

Z = uCshV1
* . . . VL

* jdu2

= N o
r j

a,rk
a8

expHo
j,k

r j
ark

a ln sin2fps j − kd/Ldg

+ o
j,k

r j
a8rk

a8 ln sin2fps j − kd/LgJp
j

Wssmjd, s25d

wherea anda8 refer to replicas inC andC* , respectively,
mj =s−oar j

a and the sum in the partition functionZ is sub-
ject to the constraints

o
j

r j
a = o

j

r j
a8 = L/2,

o
a

r j
a = o

a8

r j
a8. s26d

When calculating the spin autocorrelation functionksj
zsk

zl, the
summation in Eq.(26) for Z is evaluated with an extra factor
of mjmk.

It is convenient to change variables tos j
a=2r j

a−1 and

s j
a8=1−2r j

a8. We then have 4s coupled Ising chains(2s from

C and 2s from C*). The constraint Eq.(27) is equivalent to
the condition that the sum of the Ising spins(not to be con-
fused with the original quantum spins) across the different
chains at any site must be zero. In addition, we impose the
condition that the sum of the spins along any chain must be
zero. With this condition, the interactions along any chain are

o
j,k

1 + s j
a

2

1 + sk
a

2
ln sin2fps j − kd/Lg

= const +o
j,k

1

4
s j

ask
a ln sin2fps j − kd/Lg . s27d

The interactions along any chain are antiferromagnetic and
logarithmic. The interaction across the different chains at any
site occurs, apart from the constraint, through theWssmd fac-
tor.

For the case ofs=1, there is an alternative form of the
partition function that is more convenient. With the con-
straint that the spins on the four chains at any site must add
up to zero, there are six possible configurations at any site:
(1,1,21,21), (1,21,1,21), (1,21,21,1), and the mirror im-
ages of these three. The magnetizationm is 1 for the first and
zero for the next two configurations. A remarkable simplifi-
cation occurs once we note thatoas j

ask
aFs j −kd is equal to

zero for any functionF unless the configurations at the sites
j andk are either identical or mirror images.(In the sum over
a, the two replicas fromcs and the two fromcs

* are in-
cluded.) Thus instead of four coupled Ising chains, the prob-
lem reduces to a six state Potts model on one chain. The
states are labeled byq= ±1,2,3. The configuration(1,1,1,1) is
labeled withq=1, so thatmj = ±1 whenqj = ±1, andmj =0
whenqj = ±2,±3.The partition function is

Z ~ o
q1. . .qL

expHo
j,k

sdqj,qk
− dqj,−qk

dln sin2fps j − kd/LgJ
3p

j

s1 + dqj
2,1d. s28d

The last factor comes from the fact thatWss±1d=2Wss0d.
Two sites only interact with each other if theirq’s are iden-
tical or opposite. The condition that the total magnetization
for each of the four original chains must be zero reduces to
the statement that

o
j

dqj,n
= o

j

dqj,−n s29d

for any n.
Potts models can similarly be constructed fors.1, al-

though they are more complicated: two sitesj andk interact
even whenqj Þ ±qk, and the condition from the total mag-
netization is weaker than Eq.(30). The numerical simula-
tions reported in the next section were conducted with both
the coupled Ising and the Potts representations.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Monte Carlo simulations were performed on the Ising and
Potts representations given by Eqs.(26) and (29). For the
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Ising case, the constraint that the total spin along any chain
and for all replicas at a site must be zero prevents using
single spin flip dynamics. In a Monte Carlo move, two rep-
licas sa ,bd on two adjacent sitess j ,kd were chosen at ran-
dom. If the Ising spins at these four locations satisfys j

a

=sk
b, s j

b=sk
a, ands j

aÞs j
b, it is possible to flip all the four

spins simultaneously without violating the constraint. The
ratio of the probability of the flipped configuration to the
probability of the unflipped configuration is calculated, with
appropriate factors ofWssmd included if the move would
change the magnetization at the sites, i.e., ifaø2s,b or
bø2s,a. The move is accepted or rejected using the stan-
dard Metropolis criterion.

For the Potts representation, two adjacent sitess j ,kd were
chosen at random, andsqj ,qkd were attempted to be changed.
For the case ofs=1, Eq.(30) required that ifqj +qkÞ0, the
only possible move was to exchange them, while ifqj +qk
=0, one could attempt to replace them with either of the
other two pairs ofq values. Fors.1, a table was constructed
at the beginning of the numerical simulation. For any pair of
q valuessq1,q2d, the table listed all pairssq18 ,q28d that sq1,q2d
could change to, while respecting the magnetization con-
straints on the underlying Ising spins. In any Monte Carlo
step, this table was used to randomly select an allowable
move to attempt. For both the Ising and the Potts represen-
tations, the long range logarithmic interaction down the
chains made calculating the probability of an attempted
move anOsLd long calculation for a chain of lengthL. As a
result, very large values ofL could not be simulated.

In both cases, error bars on the measured correlation func-
tion were estimated by taking blocks of 30 000 readings,
calculating the average correlation function within each
block and then the interblock variance. Even if the individual
readings are taken too frequently and are therefore corre-
lated, this procedure should be reliable so long as the blocks
are sufficiently large to be uncorrelated. It is also useful to
compare the variance of the block averages to the variance of
the individual readings within a block. The latter would be

30 000 times the former if the readings were uncorrelated.
For our simulations, the actual ratio ranged from about
30 000 to 300, confirming that in all cases the blocks are
uncorrelated even when the individual readings are not.

Figure 1 shows the spin autocorrelation functionCsrd
=s−1drksjsj+rl as a function ofr for differentL, for s=1. The
antiferromagnetic interaction down the chains causes the os-
cillatory s−1dr factor. It is clear from the figure that the cor-
relation function does not decay exponentially. As seen in the
figure, the autocorrelation function seems to decay as 1/rm

with m<0.68. However, motivated by the analytical consid-
erations discussed in Sec. I, we try the functional form

Csrd = fA + B ln rg1/2 1

rm s30d

with m=0.75. This is because the power-law part ofCsrd
should scale as,1/rm with m=3/s2s+2d=0.75 for s=1,
with possible logarithmic corrections from the marginally ir-

FIG. 1. Log-log plot ofCsrd, the magnitude of the spin autocor-
relation function, as a function ofr for s=1. System sizes ranging
from L=128 toL=2048 are plotted. The error bars are comparable
to the point size. The data are consistent with a power law form,
with exponent20.68. Since logarithmic corrections are expected, a
scaling collapse is not shown.

FIG. 2. Plot ofC2srdr1.5 as a function of lnr for s=1. This is
predicted to be a straight line, with finite size corrections. System
sizes fromL=128 toL=2048 are plotted. The error bars are com-
parable to the point size.

FIG. 3. Log-log plot ofCsrd, the magnitude of the spin autocor-
relation function, as a function ofr for s=3/2.System sizes ranging
from L=128 toL=2048 are plotted. The error bars are comparable
to the point size. The data are consistent with a power law form,
with exponent20.51.
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relevant operator. Accordingly, Fig. 2 plotsC2srdr1.5, which
should be a linear function of lnr. This expectation is borne
out by the plot. Logarithmic dependences are known to be
hard to distinguish from weak power laws, and the plots
cannot be used to choose between Eq.(31) and the pure
power law decay of Fig. 1.[It would be even harder for the
data to discriminate between more subtle differences, e.g.,
Eq. (31) with different exponents to the logarithmic term in
the numerator.] However, from Fig. 2, the data are certainly
in agreement with the analytical expectation.

Figures 3 and 4 are the counterparts of Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively, fors=3/2. Based on the analytical prediction,
Fig. 4 plotsC2srdr1.2 as a function of lnr, since the power
law decay part ofCsrd should have an exponent ofm
=3/s2s+2d=0.6. Likewise, Figs. 5 and 6 are fors=2, with
C2srdr1.0 plotted in Fig. 6. Although the results fors=3/2
ands=2 are not as clear as those fors=1, we see thatCsrd
definitely does not decay exponentially fors=2, or as,1/r
for s=3/2, the generic behavior expected for integer and

half-integer spin chains, respectively. The decay ofCsrd is
consistent with the expectation that eachs corresponds to a
WZW model of orderk=2s. The effectivem’s from Figs. 3
and 5 are 0.51 and 0.40, respectively.

Since there is no clear linear region in Fig. 6, we also plot
the data in a manner that eliminates finite size effects. For
finite system sizeL, the leading effect onCsrd is to change
its form from Eq.(31) to

Csrd = fA + B ln rg1/2 1

rmFsr/Ld, s31d

whereF is an unknown function. Sincem=0.5 for s=2, we
plot C2srdr for fixed r /L as a function of lnL. The result
should be a straight line, with slopeBF2sr /Ld. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. For all the values ofr /L shown, there is an
upward curvature to the plots. This is presumably due to
subleading corrections to the scaling form, since the leading

FIG. 4. Plot ofC2srdr1.2 as a function of lnr for s=3/2.System
sizes fromL=128 toL=2048 are plotted. The error bars are com-
parable to the point size.

FIG. 5. Log-log plot ofCsrd, the magnitude of the spin autocor-
relation function, as a function ofr for s=2. System sizes ranging
from L=64 toL=1024 are plotted. The error bars are comparable to
the point size. The data are consistent with a power law form, with
exponent20.40.

FIG. 6. Plot ofC2srdr1.0 as a function of lnr for s=2. System
sizes fromL=64 toL=1024 are plotted. The error bars are compa-
rable to the point size.

FIG. 7. Plot ofC2srdr for fixed r /L as a function of log2 L, for
s=2. Four different values ofr /L are shown. The vertical bars are
the error bars. There is a noticeable odd-even effect forr =L /8 and
r =3L /8 for L=8. For all the values ofr /L, the plots curve slightly
upward.
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correction is large enough to change the effectivem in Eq.
(31) from 0.5 to 0.4.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a generalization of the
Gutzwiller wave function for spin12 chains that yields simple
wave functions for spin chains withs.

1
2. Remarkably, the

spin spin correlation functions for these wave functions have
the same power law decay as Wess Zumino Witten models
with k=2s, in contrast to the generic expectation ofk=1 for

all half-integer spin and an exponential decay for integer
spin. This result was obtained through numerical simulations
for s=1, 3

2, and 2, after mapping the model to a classical
statistical mechanical model with long range interacting spin
chains.

In summary, we have taken free fermionic wave functions
and found a way of projecting them in a fashion that yields
the WZW theory exponents, a possibility that has been pre-
saged in Ref. 17. It remains to be seen if there is a systematic
way of finding Hamiltonians for which the wave functions
presented here are ground states.
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